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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable, D6.1 the project website, presents the functionality of the official
website of the FuturePulse project. The document describes the infrastructure of the
FuturePulse website and presents the publicly available features.
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2 Introduction and Relation to other WPs/Tasks
Making information available and easily accessible is an important contribution to the
dissemination of the results of any EU funded project. In FuturePulse, the
dissemination and communication activities aim to provide proper visibility of the
project by creating appropriate visual and editorial support elements for all documents
issued, as well as by ensuring a regular outward flow of information on the project’s
ongoing progress and results obtained.
A wide dissemination of project results is planned at European and International level.
Music professionals and specifically four types of stakeholders, a) record labels, b)
venue managers and event organisers, c) online music platforms, and d) music
communication and consulting agencies, who are in need of end-to-end solutions for
music intelligence, discovery and audience analysis, will be some of the main targets of
the FuturePulse outcome spread.
To enhance the impact and improve the exploitation potential of FuturePulse, a
communication plan is being developed to raise general awareness about our work, to
target important audiences, to generate discussion and to assist the release of
scientifically and commercially significant results. The dissemination plan will cover
several dissemination activities, one of which is the FuturePulse Website.
The purpose of deliverable D6.1 is to set up the FuturePulse website, which will serve
as a collaboration tool for knowledge, experience and best practice sharing, as well as
consolidation of results and dissemination support.
The FuturePulse website will provide all related information about the FuturePulse
project, such as vision, objectives and approach. The website is foreseen to
incrementally provide project information and achievements and stimulate contacts with
other users thus building up a community which will support the project and vice versa.

2.1 Structure of the Document
This report is structured as follows:


Section 3 analyses the main characteristics of the Web Site, the technologies which
were used in the development process and the main functional parts of the Web
Site.



Section 4 describes the content production and maintenance procedures, including
the roles accessing the Web Site and the type of content, which is available for
publication on the FuturePulse Web Site.



Section 5 briefly introduces the investigation analysis of tool, which will be used for
monitoring the traffic on the Web Site.



Section 6 concludes this document.
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3 Website Infrastructure
This section presents an overview of the main characteristics of the FuturePulse Web
Site and the current structure of the site. It also describes the technology, which has
been used to develop the Web Site.

3.1 Main characteristics
The FuturePulse Web Site is the central point for dissemination purposes and the
main dissemination and communication channel. The Web Site has been developed
with the aim not only to raise awareness on the project concepts and envisaged
results, but also to actually engage the target stakeholders.
The project Web Site has been made available under the domain. It is officially made
online, and is continuously being maintained to provide up-to-dated information and
material of the project deliveries and news. The design follows the principle of the
project logo:
The main characteristics of the Web Site are summarised in the following:


The objective: the main objective of the Web Site is to act as the main
dissemination and engagement channel.



The key message: The online meeting point for music professionals, especially
a) record labels, b) venue managers and event organizers, c) online music
platforms, and d) music communication and consulting agencies, who are in
need of end-to-end solutions for music intelligence, discovery and audience
analysis, will be some of the main targets of the FuturePulse outcome spread.



The target stakeholder(s): All the target audience of the FuturePulse project,
including music professionals (as mentioned above), and the general public as
well.



The providers of the Web Site content: All the FuturePulse participants
through their work conducted within the project lifetime and the associated
information sources, such as blogs and social media of relevant initiatives.



The communication method(s): All stakeholders have access to the Web Site
through the Internet traffic, either by directly accessing the www.futurepulse.eu
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) or indirectly by accessing it via any Search
Engine Optimisation (SEO) service or relevant referral site.



Activity required for production and delivery: In order for the Web Site to
accomplish the set objective, a content production and delivery process is
defined, which involves i) gathering content from all project participants and
outside sources, ii) using the inherit Content Management System (CMS)
functionalities to manage Web content, and iii) following a review process for
content publication.



Frequency of content update: Upon the release of the Web Site on M2, the
contents of the Web Site must be up-to-dated. Due to the different time scale
requirements for updating specific Web Site sections, a content update
procedure on a regular basis is adopted, throughout the project lifetime.
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Feedback and follow-up activity: A specific project team within WP6 will
ensure the validity and the timely updates on the Web Site contents.

3.2 Structure of the Web Site

Figure 1: Website Map

Currently, the Web Site acts as an information portal to communicate the project
objectives, expected results and daily news. It does reflect the initial stage of the
project research, but is being continuously updated and extended, in order to include
the project development progress and deliver a professional interactive tool used by
the target stakeholders to exchange views and ideas on FuturePulse.
The Web Site is being developed in accordance to the EC guidelines and rules with
respect to the proper use of the Commission funding.
The current structure identifies the following areas:


The Home page; this page gives the message of the project and visualises the
highlights of the project value proposition, and the target markets, and provides
quick access to project results, technologies, Consortium partners and
engagement activities, such as deliverables, papers and news. It, also,
navigates the visitors to all the pages of the Web Site and enables them contact
us for any issue related to the project work.



The “About” section which integrates the following:
o

Overview: this provides an overview of the project and its initial goals
and challenges which FuturePulse aims to tackle;

o

Scope & Objectives: this section summarises the scope of the
FuturePulse work by detailing the strategy and approach to meet the
set business and technical objectives;

o

Use Cases: This section refers to the case study scenarios that will be
used to validate the project concepts;
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The “Who we are” section; this section makes an overview of the project
participants and links to the organisation official web site.



The “Resources” section; this section offers useful content produced by the
project participants with respect to:



o

Deliverables: this page includes the list of the FuturePulse deliverables,
which are classified as public;

o

Publications: this page summarises the project publications and articles
to scientific and business referred journals and other scientific and
business magazines, as well as the project publications to the
proceedings of conferences with referred paper acceptance procedures
in place;

o

Material: this page maintains the digital dissemination content, which is
produced in the course of the FuturePulse project, like posters,
brochures and flyers.

The “News & Events” section; this section integrates:
o

The project news items, such as events relevant to the FuturePulse
project scope, or any other reference Web material, including the
achievement of the work conducted in the course of the project to
produce the expected results;

o

The events, in which we plan to participate for dissemination,
communication and exploitation purposes or are relevant to the project
scope;

Below you may find a screenshot of the home page while screenshots of all pages can
be found in Appendix 1,
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Figure 2: Homepage

3.3 Technology used
The Web Site of the FuturePulse project is built on the ATC tool i-box Portal Builder 1,
which is a dynamic Content Management platform that provides advanced capabilities
for the creation, management and publishing of dynamic content featuring advanced
CMS capabilities. It is totally designed using web forms and state of the art
technologies.
Some of the key benefits for using i-box are:


a flexible, open, easy to use platform for creating and managing web portals in the
context of an overall digital communication strategy

1
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provides advanced capabilities for the creation, management and publishing of
dynamic content featuring advanced CMS capabilities; Ready to create portals to
explore modern social community networks



totally designed using web forms and the latest Microsoft technologies (.NET, SQL
Server etc)



i-box Portal Builder is designed for the modern enterprise who wants a dynamic
presence in the Web, leveraging on both its own knowledge and shared social
networks’ knowledge.

3.4

Hosting

The website is hosted at the premises of ATC in Greece. The servers (Ubuntu 16 LinuxServer) used for hosting, guarantee the 24/7 operation of the platform, as they are
capable of handling high load and operate on a 50Mbps connection to the Internet.
Backups of the system are taken as standard on a daily basis in order for the system to
be able to recover in case of a failure.
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4 Managing the Web Site Content
This section describes the available types of content, which have been configured for
the FuturePulse Web Site and the procedures for publishing valid content on it.

4.1 Type of Web Site Content
The Web Site offers different types of content (or portlets as called in i-box), which can
be uploaded and regularly updated, as follows:


Generic page: this content type refers to a general Web page created to
support the current content already published on the Web Site. The page title,
and the page description are the necessary fields, along with the page position
in the structure of the Web Site.



Deliverables: this content type refers to the public documents directly produced
by the FuturePulse Consortium, as part of the Horizon 2020 Grant Agreement.
The deliverable title, small description and the respective file are the necessary
fields.



Publications: this content type refers to any kind of publications generated by
the project. The publication title, a small abstract description and a more
extended description with the authors, the publication date, the place and the
publication description are the necessary fields, supported by any additional
comments, links or files.



Material: this content type refers to any electronic promotional material (i.e.
electronic brochure, poster, etc.) generated by the project. The title of the
material, a small description and the actual file are the necessary fields.



News: this content type refers to a blog news entry, which is uploaded on the
Web Site in the “blog” section. This content type can be a project news item,
referring for example to the progress of the work conducted in the course of the
project. The blog post title, a small description, the publication date and the post
date, a relevant image file and the description of the post are the necessary
fields.



Events: this content type refers to news and events relevant to the project work.
Again, the blog post title, a small description, the publication date and the post
date, a relevant image file and the description of the post are the necessary
fields.

4.2 Procedures for Publishing Content
In order to better control the procedures for updating content on the Web Site and
maintaining the functionalities offered to the end users, a number of various roles are
defined, each of which has different gradually-evolving access rights. These roles are
analysed the following table.
Table 1: Roles defined for FuturePulse website

Role Name

Role Description

Associated Project Members

Administrator

This role grants all the access
rights to the authenticated users of
the Site and has the capability to
update the functionalities offered on
the home page and the general

ATC maintains the administration.
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Role Name

Role Description

Associated Project Members

Web structure.
Publisher
Users

This role is responsible for adding
different types of content. More
specifically, this role can manage
portlets in the following pages:
Papers, Deliverables, Material,
Blog news and Blog events.
The role is also responsible for
reviewing and approving any
content type authored by the Editor
Users role and publishing it on the
respective position of the Web Site.

Apart from ATC (as administrator,
dissemination leader and technical
coordinator),
the
appointed
representatives from BMAT are also
attributed with the Publisher Users’
role.

Editor Users

This role is responsible for adding
different types of content. More
specifically, this role can manage
portlets in the following pages:
Papers, Deliverables, Material,
Blog news and Blog events.

One presentative per partner and the
appointed WP leaders are attributed
with the Editor Users’ role.

The role is the sole responsible for
modifying their own content, while
the role has no access rights to the
content authored by an agent of the
same role.

It is apparent that the access rights given to a role can be inherited to the preceding
role.
Following the role description in the table above, the different content types (list items
in the respective portlets) can be uploaded/updated by the designated roles. The
administrator is responsible for fully accessing all the content types, while the content
of news, events, deliverables, publications and material can be additionally accessed
from the other two roles. The procedure is as follows:
i.

An Editor Users agent decides to create or modify a content type.

ii.

Upon creation, the content is marked as “to publish”.

iii.

A Publisher Users agent is responsible for reviewing the content and:
a. Marking the content as “reject”, thus further content modifications must be
applied before publication either by the Editor Users agent or any Publisher
Users agent.
b. Marking the content as “publish”, thus the Publisher Users’ role decides to
whether the content is published on the specified position of the Web Site
immediately or at a certain time period.

iv.

The content is finally approved and is placed live on the Web Site.

v.

At any time, any registered agent can apply the process for content modification by
repeating the above steps.
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4.3 How to use the FuturePulse Web Site
4.3.1 Accessing the Web Site
The administration panel is accessible through the following URL: . The login page can
be found in the figure below. The authorized users can provide their attributed
credential and enter, according to the assigned role.

Figure 3: The login page of the FuturePulse Web Site

4.3.2 Editing items in portlets
The registered users use the menu to navigate to the page they want to add/modify a
list item (Papers, Deliverables, Material, News and Events). The relevant page is
loaded like the one shown in the figure below. By clicking on the title on the red
highlighted portlet, the “Edit” button” is displayed. This button enables the user to
navigate to the list of items in this portlet.

Figure 4: Editing the items in a portlet

The list of items in the portlet are displayed like shown in the figure below. In this table,
the “published” field shows whether an item has been approved by the agents with a
Publisher Users role or not.
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Figure 5: Displaying the items in a portlet

An item is modified by clicking on the ID value.
When clicking the “new” button a new window is loaded, which contains all the fields for
each item (with red asterisk the ones that are mandatory), as shown in figure below. In
this figure, you can see that on the top menu a field “to publish” is displayed, which is
active for the Editor Users role.

Figure 6: Example of editing the fields in a new item – Editor Users’ view

In order to upload a photo for the item, please use the ratio 2:1 for the width:height of
the photo. By clicking the three dots, the file system opens, like in figure above. The
folder “blogimages” should host pictures for events or news. The folder “Deliverables”
should host the pdf files of the FuturePulse public deliverables, while the folder
“downloads” should host any pdf file of FuturePulse papers or other material.
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Figure 7: Example of editing the fields in a new item – Uploading an item

When the same item is opened by an agent belonging to the Publisher Users group,
the top menu has two options, namely, the “publish” field, which approves this item for
publication and the “reject” field, which disregards this item from the list.

Figure 8: Example of editing the fields in a new item – Publisher Users’ view.
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5 Web Site monitoring tools
In order to get quantitative realisation on the Web Site impact to the target stakeholders
and measure the effectiveness of this communication channel, a number of traffic
analysis tools have been investigated and evaluated.
The evaluation has been based on the requirements set for such a tool, which are
summarised in the features listed in the table below.
Table 2: Requirements on features for monitoring the Web Site of the FuturePulse project

Feature

Description

Daily
analysis
views/visitors

of Should have a detailed info of the per day
visits/views

Number of visits

Should aggregate the number of visits

Unique visitors

Should identify the unique visitors per day

Page views

Should identify the pages viewed per day

Visit Duration

Should calculate the average time for visiting the Site
/ page

Demographic
visits

analysis

of

Should analysis the visits per location

Technology

Which browsers are widely used, so that to optimise
the site views for these browsers

Kind of traffic

Should
distinguish
between
direct
(www.futurepulse.eu),
search
engine
(which
keywords are used), referral traffic (re-direction from
other sites)

Should be locally installed to maintain the control on
how visitors’ data is handled
Based on these requirements, we have evaluated a number of publicly available tools
with respect to their capabilities to facilitate these features, such as:
Privacy



Piwik tool:



AWSTATS tool:



STATCOUNTER tool:



TraceWatch tool:

All these tools satisfy the fundamental requirements set in the table above. These tools
differentiate from Google Analytics2, which is one of the most popular traffic analysis
and monitoring tools widely used, in the sense that they can be installed locally to the
Web Server of the Web Site (hosted at ATC premises) and they do not raise any
privacy issues for the use of third party providers in the analysis of the statistics on the
usage of the Web Site.
The piwik tool has been considered as the most appropriate solution, since it makes
use of the logs provided by the Web Server of the Site.

2
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In that respect, a local deployment of the piwik tool is in place to monitor the traffic in
the futurepulse.eu domain.
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6 Results and Conclusions
This Deliverable, D6.1 Project Website, is part of the WP6 Innovation Management,
Dissemination and Exploitation and provides information regarding the design and
implementation of the project website. The FuturePulse website was made publicly
available since the early stages of the project and is an important dissemination
channel for the project results and spreading the FuturePulse knowledge to wide
audiences.
Last but not least, the functionalities and the content are continuously revised and
updated to meet stakeholders’ expectations and engage them in the research and
promotional activities.
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7 Appendix 1: Screenshots

Figure 9: Project Overview
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Figure 10: Scope and Objectives
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Figure 11: Use Cases
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Figure 12: Who we are
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Figure 13: Publications
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Figure 14: Deliverables
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Figure 15: Material
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Figure 16: News
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Figure 17: Events
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